
Bill 510/21 - Land Regularization "Land Grabbing Bill"

It had the PL 2633 of the Chamber of Deputies appended to this (link).

1. What current legislation already allows:

● Ownership of public lands of the Federal Union occupied until 2011;
● Streamline family farming property processes with no need for inspection;
● Donate properties with up to 1 fiscal module in the Legal Amazon;
● Charge values   well below the market for the sale of properties up to 2,500 hectares

throughout the national territory;
● Renegotiate by 2021 non-compliance with obligations of those who received land title

until 2016;
● Partnering with states and municipalities to speed up regularization steps.

2. Main negative points that PL 510/21 changes

● Bill No. 510/2021 aims to change the rules for land regularization in federal areas,
especially Federal Law No. 11,952/2009. The PL is a version with amendments to the
text of MP 910/2019, which expired at the Chamber. The new PL 510/2021 maintains or
aggravates some of these risks, in addition to bringing new negative aspects, in
particular:

● Amnesty for the crime of invasion of public land to those who practiced it between the
end of 2011 and 2014.

● It encourages the continued occupation of public land and deforestation, as it creates
preemptive rights in the sale by auction to those occupying public land after December
2014, with no limit on the occupation date.

● Creates benefits for occupants of medium and large properties on public land by:
● reduce amounts charged in the title of those who already have another property;
● waive costs and fees at the notary's office and at Incra for medium and large titled

properties;
● extend the renegotiation period for delinquent bonds;
● extend the term for renegotiation of rural credit debts until December 2021.
● It increases the risk of title to areas in conflict or with priority demands, as it eliminates

the inspection prior to regularization and weakens the exceptional cases in which the
inspection is mandatory.

● It allows the title of illegally deforested areas without requiring the prior signature of an
instrument for the regularization of environmental liabilities, in cases where there has
been no environmental assessment.

https://www25.senado.leg.br/web/atividade/materias/-/materia/146639


● It allows the recurrence of invasion of public land, as it authorizes a new title to those
who benefited from the regularization and sold the area more than ten years ago. Thus,
it will reinforce the vicious cycle of invasion of public land.

● It increases the possibility of extinction of settlement projects in order to apply the rules
for privatizing public lands, with the risk of affecting settlements created for
agro-extractivist populations.

Bill 2159/21 - Environmental Licensing

1. How does the 2159/21 works (link):

● General logic of the report (it was made available to leaders on May 6th at night, to be
scheduled on May 13th):

○ Licensing exemption for a wide range of activities
■ Block 1: Installation of armed forces equipment, sewage treatment plant,

sewerage containment dams. 13 items in all - with a specific cut for the
treatment plants.

■ Block 2: agriculture and livestock, exempting from several other activities
● Transfer to federal entities the decision on the objects of environmental licensing. In the

same state, each municipality will have its own regulation. Environmental Fiscal War -
that is, each state facilitates its rules to attract investments.

● LAC (Licensing by Adherence and Commitment), self-title: if the project is considered by
the local authority as low-impact, it will be able to carry out the LAC digitally (an
amendment presented to at least be a collegiate body to define the LAC).

○ Example: BR 319 (Porto Velho-Manaus): the Core da Floresta is crossed by the
BR 319, where biodiversity resources have their greatest potential. Through the
Approved Law, DNIT will now make LAC to advance the work - without any
analysis of direct impact on the heart of the forest.

2. General Impacts: Why is the bill bad?

● The proposed legislative change seems to start from the false understanding that there
would be a dichotomy between socio-environmental protection and economic growth.

● The project sponsored by Bancada Ruralista, and because of the latest
developmentalism in Brazilian society, turns licensing based on Environmental Impact
Studies (EIA/RIMA) into a mere exception. The text to be voted on is obsessed with

https://www25.senado.leg.br/web/atividade/materias/-/materia/148785


establishing exceptions and shortcuts to licensing rather than strengthening it as an
instrument to promote sustainability.

● Taking speed as a licensing principle means overcoming the precautionary principle,
which seeks to anticipate possible damage to the environment and the population.

● Between licensing waivers for types of ventures with powerful lobbies in Congress, with
the 13 expected categories of waiver) and controversial legal items such as
self-licensing, the PL dismantles the already battered environmental licensing structure
and opens the gate for the herd to pass - and with her new disasters like Mariana and
Brumadinho. It's a blank check to shred.

● It disagrees with Convention 169 of the International Labor Organization (ILO) by
disregarding prior consultation with traditional peoples and communities when installing
projects. Therefore, disrespect to the democratic dynamics of exposition and discussion
of the perspectives of different actors.

● It will allow works such as large highways to be exempted from environmental licensing
rites, thus paving the way for the outdated development of the 70s - not the most
modern of the 21st century. Such works have a great environmental impact because
they unfold in underlying areas, whose potential is destructive.



Bill 490/2007 - Indigenous Lands and Rights

The 490/2007 bill (link) has 13 other projects attached, most of which deal with changes to the
existing legislation regarding the constitutional and infra-constitutional legal regime for the
demarcation of indigenous lands. Such changes go in the opposite direction of what is provided
and guaranteed as a permanent clause in the Constitutional Charter of 1988.

In the analysis of some devices, it is verified that the PL aims to:

● Make the demarcation of indigenous lands unfeasible through the incorporation into law
of the thesis of the time frame (Theory of the indigenous fact) as one of the strict
requirements to be observed for the recognition of traditionally occupied areas. The
project also proposes changes to the demarcation procedure that is currently regulated
by Decree 1775/1996; incorporates the condition of nº 17 of the judgment of the Pet.
3.388/RR judged by the STF, in the sense that it is intended to prohibit the expansion of
indigenous lands already demarcated;

● To enable the Union to retake areas reserved for indigenous peoples when "alteration of
the cultural traits of the community or other factors caused by the passage of time" is
verified, that is, it is intended to reinsert integrationist criteria into the legal order to deny
and/or restrict territorial rights to indigenous peoples;

● Limiting the usufruct and management of land before the indigenous people by listing as
non-comprehensive to the exclusive usufruct of indigenous peoples the use of water
resources and energy potential, the research and mining of mineral wealth, mining and
sparking, conditioning the permission for such practices authorization from the National
Congress. The use of indigenous peoples in relation to areas whose occupation “meets
the relevant public interest of the Union” is also restricted;

● Violating the right to consult indigenous peoples, using as a justification, in addition to
the “relevant public interest”, the interest of the defense policy and national sovereignty;
it also aims to open up indigenous lands for the installation of equipment, communication
networks, roads and transport routes, in addition to the constructions necessary for the
provision of public services, especially health and education;

● Making it more flexible and disrespecting the indigenous policy of non-contact with
isolated indigenous peoples. PL 490 provides a provision that allows for contact with
isolated indigenous peoples to "provide medical assistance or to mediate state action in
the public interest."

https://www.camara.leg.br/proposicoesWeb/fichadetramitacao?idProposicao=345311

